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Wedding, as a fantastic experience in a personâ€™s whole life, canâ€™t be cursorily dealt with. So most
people prefer to spend large sum of money and time in preparing their nuptial in order to leave an
unique and unforgettable memory to both themselves and their distinguished guests. The first
wedding concepts come into your mind may be wedding invitations.

As a matter of fact , wedding invitations, as one of the most important wedding accessories, would
be the symbol of how your wedding will be. While some people would find their endeavour turned
out in vain even if they picking an expensive wedding invitation if they donâ€™t understand the essence
of color scheme. You know ,different kind of color brings people different feeling. Picking the right
color for your wedding invitations would no doubt impress others a lot with your prominent
appreciation of the beauty but also make your nuptial even more perfect. Here are the tips for
wedding invitations in different colors.

White

White always bring us a sense of purity and innocence. A white wedding invitation would would
show a kind of unostentatious elegance. The recipient may feel your distinctive taste at the first
glimpse of your card. But remember the calligraphy printed on the cards had better not in  bright
yellow, because that may bring others difficulty in identify the words.

Black

Black is such a sophisticated color. Black wedding invitations could help to cast the veil of secrecy
to your big day. Moreover, as is known to all, black is famous for its versatile. While remember donâ€™t
use dark color on a black background.

Red

According to the survey of psychologist, red can stimulate peoplesâ€™ nerve and bring a sense of
enthusiastic. From the oriental tradition, red is always used in some royal occasions to show the
beaming atmosphere. Picking a red wedding card for your spousal canâ€™t be better.

Green

Green is said to be the color close to nature. It could bring a sense of freshness and vigor. Actually
,sending your friend a green wedding invites could no doubt light their eyes and let them feel relax.
For example ,if you have your wedding ceremony held in spring ,you could post others a wedding
card with green leaves or patterns.

Blue

When we speak of the color blue ,we always think of the magnificent ocean or the peaceful sky. Are
you preparing a summer beach wedding ceremony? Then why not choose blue wedding invitations
to let the color shed light on the topic of the nuptial.
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